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COLLECTION 22 
CONTR AC T  FABR IC S
The flutter of a bird’s wings, lush vegetation and lustrous leaves. A thick and 
vibrant oasis. A house that you second guess is there. Wood. That spicy smell 
after rain has trickled over pebbles and bark. You see a flash of fur, or was it 
glazed feathers? A wild animal, perhaps? These wonderful snippets, visuals and 
memories emerge and inspire. 

From this dream world, the Lelièvre studio created a brand new collection where the 
walls’ patina merge and the various natural materials and vintage ceramics inspire the 
motifs that make up the stunning new collection. The oversized foliage fuses with 
the extraordinary jungle that surrounds it, its beautiful fibers inspiring the various 
colors and textures. This collection brings us down myriad paths, blending various 
geometric shapes, chromatic depth and soft materials. 

While their imagination might run wild when designing, Maison Lelièvre’s world-
renowned expertise and savoir-faire can well and truly be seen in their new 
Collection 22. As an expert in the field, Lelièvre is fully committed to applying 
hotel industry standards to their collections by creating flame retardant and often 
washable fabrics. Indeed, the family-run company has mastered the weaving 
of flame retardant fibers, resulting in stunning textiles that not are not only 
wonderful to the touch, but also boast a vibrancy and brilliance that is usually 
limited to residential fibers. The twelve fabrics that make up the Collection 
22 are perfect for lobbies, restaurants, suites, reception areas and boutiques 
in stunning hotels around the world. Their timeless, elegant and harmonious 
designs, bold patterns and color schemes will also beautifully complement 
residential projects internationally.



MAR ACAS
WIDTH:53.5"   REPEAT V:8.75" H:7" – Straight – 100% Polyester Trevira CS - 35,000 Martindale

Maracas is a colorful combination of matte chenille weft with a f ine lustrous thread. The black thread creates a bold contrast 
between the colors and finishes the fabric beautifully. The chenille thread softens the hand, while the range of natural and mineral 

shades offer both organic and ethnic influences. Suitable for upholstery, curtains and accessories with touches of bold color.

BLEUET
H0 0001 0751

MASSAI
H0 0003 0751

FRUITS ROUGES
H0 0004 0751

SILEX
H0 0007 0751

MALACHITE
H0 0002 0751

SALINES
H0 0009 0751

SANGUINE
H0 0005 0751

TOURNESOL
H0 0006 0751

CENDRE
H0 0008 0751
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CORRIDOR FR
WIDTH:130"   REPEAT V:18" H:11.75" – Straight – 100% Polyester FR - Drapery Weight

Corridor’s ornamental pattern is reminiscent of the typical graphic designs found on cement tiles; 
contrasting the modernity of black and white with injections of bold colors. This wide-width fabric 

offers the style and shine of a taffeta. Suitable for curtains, wall hangings and accessories.

SAUGE 
H0 0001 7600

PETROLE 
H0 0006 7600

LAVANDIN 
H0 0002 7600

MOUSSE 
H0 0007 7600

CRAIE 
H0 0003 7600

ESPELETTE 
H0 0008 7600

GRAPHITE 
H0 0004 7600

CANDY 
H0 0009 7600

NUIT 
H0 0005 7600

LIMONE 
H0 0010 7600
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PALMA FR
WIDTH:55"   REPEAT V:42" H:55" – Straight – 100% Polyester FR - 50,000 Martindale

A luxurious jungle; oversized leaves brimming with color. The elegant satin provides a glossy, shiny 
feel like shimmering plants from an exotic rainforest. The large pattern match is from selvage to 

selvage. Suitable for upholstery, curtains, wall hangings and accessories. 

FAISAN
H0 0003 0752

ARA
H0 0002 0752

PAON 
H0 0001 0752

MANGROVE FR
WIDTH:55"   REPEAT V:NONE H:NONE – 100% Polyester FR - 50,000 Martindale

A weave that brings out the light and natural shine of raffia. A sophisticated approach; the combination of different fibers and thicknesses combine to create this  
elegant and timeless natural feel. Available in a range of colors; five shades - both matte and shiny. Ideal for curtains, upholstery and wall hangings.

CARAMEL
H0 0001 7460

ARDOISE
H0 0002 7460

POIVRE
H0 0003 7460

FICELLE
H0 0004 7460

GIVRE
H0 0005 7460



PARURE FR
WIDTH:55"   REPEAT V:3.25" H:2.25" – Straight – 100% Polyester FR - 35,000 Martindale

For some, Parure evokes Art Deco inspiration; for others, it evokes a sense of wildlife influence. Just as the light reflects from a bird’s feathers or the 
scales of a fish, this fabric sparkles. Categorized somewhere between matte and shiny, this gentle geometric design opens up on a light background woven 

with fine threads. The chenille creates a luxurious raised effect on this elegant range of neutrals. Suitable for curtains, chairs and accessories. 

CYGNE
H0 0001 7540

FICELLE
H0 0001 1365

HERON
H0 0003 7540

ECAILLE
H0 0004 7540

CENDRE
H0 0002 7540

LIN
H0 0002 1365

PLUME
H0 0005 7540

EBENE
H0 0006 7540

VEL A FR
WIDTH:118"   REPEAT V:NONE H:NONE – 100% Polyester FR - Drapery Weight

This delicately woven sheer makes it as light and flowing as a breeze. Vela is reminiscent of natural linen,  
with a marl look. This wide width fabric has a billowing, flowy feel. Suitable for curtains. 
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ANTICA
WIDTH:52"   REPEAT V:26.5" H:NONE  – 100% Polyester Trevira CS - 40,000 Martindale

Antica is a visual realization of the effects of time, painting of a wall left to languish. With its all-over effect, this pattern 
alternates between matte and shiny effects in a range of intense colors. Suitable for curtains, chairs and accessories. 

LAPIS
H0 0001 4236

CALCEDOINE
H0 0003 4236

ALBATRE
H0 0004 4236

GRENAT
H0 0007 4236

TOPAZE
H0 0002 4236

QUARTZ
H0 0005 4236

SOUFRE
H0 0006 4236

GRAPHITE
H0 0008 4236
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SAUVAGE
WIDTH:55"   REPEAT V:42.25" H:27.5" – Straight – 100% Polyester Trevira CS - 35,000 Martindale

Sauvage brings together wildlife, greenery and mineral influences from deep camouflage to ocean waves. The variety of soft tones  
in this natural cotton look fabric add depth to the design; red marbles, sienna clay and ocean blues. The crossed thread detail  

adds modern interest to this tapestry jacquard fabric. Suitable for curtains, upholstery and accessories. 

ECAILLE
H0 0001 7560

ANTILOPE
H0 0003 7560

ALICANTE
H0 0002 7560

FLOTS
H0 0004 7560
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AR ABICA
WIDTH:116"   REPEAT V:10.75" H:9.75" – Straight – 100% Polyester Trevira CS - Drapery Weight

This delicate jacquard composition with a ribbed background is available in a range of neutrals. A stunning ombré  
discreetly embellishes the pattern giving the fabric an exceptional organic look. This wide width fabric will  

perfectly complement a peaceful, textured décor. Suitable for curtains, wall hangings and headboards. 

GRANIT 
H0 0001 7570

SABLE 
H0 0002 7570

PEPITE 
H0 0003 7570

MARBRE 
H0 0004 7570

GLACIER 
H0 0005 7570
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COCOA
WIDTH:54.25"   REPEAT V:NONE H:NONE – 100% Polyester Trevira CS - Drapery Weight

The pearlized petal of a flower, or the metallic sheen of glistening scales is the inspiration behind a 
mixture of textures and fibers to imitate raw silk. Cocoa is best complimented by light, to expose its 

rich, ir idescent palette. Suitable for curtains, chairs, wall hangings and accessories.

NUIT
H0 0001 0750

LAQUE
H0 0003 0750

PALME
H0 0004 0750

PEPITE
H0 0007 0750

PAON
H0 0002 0750

PERLE
H0 0009 0750

TIARE
H0 0005 0750

COCO
H0 0006 0750

CHAMPAGNE
H0 0008 0750
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HAVANE
H0 0001 7550

PAON
H0 0007 7550

NAUTIQUE
H0 0003 7550

POIVRE
H0 0009 7550

AZUR
H0 0004 7550

GRENADINE
H0 0010 7550

ECORCE
H0 0002 7550

TOMETTE
H0 0008 7550

MYRTILLE
H0 0005 7550

MANGUE
H0 0011 7550

DIABOLO
H0 0006 7550

CITRON
H0 0012 7550

CER AMIC FR
WIDTH:55"   REPEAT V:1.25" H:2" – Straight – 100% Polyester FR - 40,000 Martindale

Candy colors with a soft cotton feel, Ceramic is a focus on textured surfaces, showcasing the way light plays with this classic 3D fabric. An optical illusion which 
is strengthened by the choice of threads used, which creates a playful fabric. Available in twelve striking colors, it can be combined with plain materials, to 

brighten up a room. Alternatively, it can also be used alongside more spectacular patterns to create a statement. Suitable for curtains, chairs and accessories. 
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